HOME

LEARNING: WILLOW CLASS
Week 1: Planting & Growing

Maths Tasks
●
●
●
●
●

●

Reading Tasks
●
●

Daily numbots.
Daily Supermovers - counting in 2’s, 5’s &
10’s. Make sure you can count forwards
and backwards confidently.
Play on hit the button - focus on number
bonds to 10, 20 and 100.
Practise your number formation - if you
are good at this write your numbers to 100.
Think about place value - write 5 two digit
numbers on post its notes or paper. Put
them in order from biggest to smallest or
smallest to biggest.
Use some of these two digit numbers
again - can you represent the numbers
by drawing the dienes (tens & ones).

●
●

Daily Phonics/Spelling Tasks
●

●
●
●

Writing Tasks
●

Practise writing the days of the week. Use
a spelling scribble, spelling pyramid or
dotty writing to help you. Think about
letter formation. Remember to use tall
capital letters and to make sure all your
lower case letters are the same size.
Choose 6 words from the Y1 spelling mat
(sent home last week) to practise spelling
each day.
Complete the spelling frame games for the
/ar/ sound - spelling rule 5.
At the end of the week ask an adult to test
you on the days of the week spellings and
the spelling mat words. Keep a record of
how many you get right.

●
●

●

Keep Active!
●

Join in with Joe Wicks every morning at
9am for #PEwithJOE

●

Skipping - can you practise counting in
2’s, 5’s & 10’s at the same time?

●

Practise 2 Jump Star Jonny routines every
day. Can you improve your dance skills?

Read with an adult every day.
Visit Oxford Owl for free eBooks, you can
choose books linked to different topics.
You can also complete a game linked to
each text read.
Listen to ‘The Empty Pot’ and complete
some of the suggested activities in the
Teachers’ Guide.
Recall the story of Jasper’s Beanstalk.
Draw a picture of your favourite part of
the story and write a few sentences about
that part of the story.

Write a set of instructions for how to make
a fruit flower - fruit or vegetable flower.
Remember the features of instructions.
○ Write a title
○ Write a you will need section.
○ Use imperative (bossy) verbs.
○ Use time words first, then, next,
after, finally.
○ Start each new instruction on a
new line.
Write a different version of Jasper’s
Beanstalk - can you change the character
or the ending?
Write a sentence for each day of the week
e.g. I ride my bike every Monday, On
Tuesday I bake with my mummy. Try to
include a conjunction: and, but, because.
Can you write a poem about seeds? Look
on the internet for inspiration.

Mindfulness
●

Colouring is a great way to calm the mind.
Look at the rainbow you made on Friday. Can
you draw a picture of what might be at the
end of your rainbow. Write some words to
explain how your rainbow makes you feel.

●

Find a quiet space and do ‘Squish the fish’
Cosmic Yoga.

●

Enjoy the story ‘My Magic Breath’ before
bedtime.

Learning Project
(Various activities covering the wider curriculum to be completed over the week)
Science - Complete your broad bean diary at the end of the week. Observe your plant carefully, draw
a diagram of what it looks like and label it carefully, write sentences to describe what has happened
to your broad bean plant.
Observe the ‘mystery seeds’ that you brought home from school. Look at the size of the seeds, they
are all different so predict what type of plants you think they might grow into. Can you look on the
internet at seeds to help with your prediction? Plant your seeds and make your own plant diary.
D&T - design and make a fruit or vegetable flower. Write your own instructions for making it!
Art/Science - Make a cupcake flower. Can you label the stem, roots, leaves and petals?
Computing - explore Purple Mash and become more familiar with all the activities and games
available on the learning platform we will be using. Show a family member how to create a story
animation like we did for Little Red Riding Hood. Make up your own spring story. Use 2animate to do
this.
Spread the Happiness - 100 things to do indoors - Can you tick 5 things off the list?

Don’t forget to take photographs of some of the things you have made!
Remember to check the ‘Willow Home Learning Suggestions’
for plenty of other ideas to keep you busy!

